ABSTRACT For high-resolution maritime surveillance radars operating at scan mode and transmitting long duration pulses, radial size estimation of ships is severely interfered by range sidelobe effect of pulse compression. Due to range sidelobe effect, strong ship returns often cover a range interval wider than its radial size and the range interval covered by detected ship returns is sometimes a severe overestimate of its radial size. An approach to mitigate severe overestimation of ship radial sizes is to find the borders of high-resolution range profile (HRRP) of a ship. Therefore, ship radial size estimation boils down to the recovery of sparse HRRPs of ships from radar returns with heavy-tailed sea clutter in a coherent processing interval (CPI) only containing several pulses. In this paper, a sparse recovery method using linear programming (LP) is proposed to recover sparse HRRPs of ships from radar returns with heavy-tailed sea clutter. As a minor contribution, a full scheme is presented for ship radial size estimation in high-resolution surveillance radars operating at scan mode, which consists of coherent detection along with range cells, annotation of the range interval covered by ship returns, the decision of severe range sidelobe effect, recovery of sparse HRRPs of ships, and radial size computation. The performance of the proposed LP-based method to estimate ship radial size is evaluated by using simulated and real radar data. The experimental results show that it attains more accurate radial size estimates of ships than existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Maritime surveillance radars are often designed to have high range resolution or dual-mode operation of low resolution for detection and high resolution for discrimination [1] - [3] . Different from ship localization, discrimination, and classification in polarimetric synthetic aperture radar images [4] and hyperspectral images [5] - [7] where subtle structural information on ships is extracted by various learning methods [4] - [8] and available, high-resolution maritime surveillance radars operating at scan mode have to use radar returns of several pulses at a scan to obtain coarse information on ships for simple classification. Due to directly proportional to area of spatial resolution cell, low power of sea clutter in high-resolution radars makes it possible to find weak returns of small and The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lefei Zhang.
low-observable targets. Generally, high-resolution maritime surveillance radars transmit pulses of large time-bandwidth product such as wide linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulses and achieve high range resolution by the pulse compression technique. However, spikiness of high-resolution sea clutter partly counteracts the benefit from low sea clutter power in detection [9] - [11] . Other intractable side-effects are range-spread targets and range sidelobe effect. When range resolution is up to the order of meters or submeter, most ships are range-spread targets occupying multiple range cells and more complicated methods are required for detection [12] - [15] . Besides target detection and tracking, maritime surveillance radars also take on ship discrimination and classification, which is severely affected by range sidelobe effect of pulse compression.
Ship length is one of salient features for ship discrimination and classification [16] - [18] and it can be estimated from radial size estimates and headings of ships at tracking mode [19] , [20] . Strong returns of a ship will cover a range interval wider than its radial size when signal-toclutter ratios (SCRs) at some range cells occupied by the ship plus the peak sidelobe of pulse compression remain large, which is observed from measured data of high-resolution maritime radars. In this case, the values of the test statistics at range cells not occupied by a ship often surpass detection threshold so as to falsely affirm them as target cells, which results in an overestimate of ship radial size. This is referred to as the range sidelobe effect in ship radial size estimation. In high-resolution radars, some simple methods are used to estimate ship radial sizes by finding the borders of strong returns [21] . These methods yield overestimates when range sidelobe effect occurs. In technique, a way to mitigate range sidelobe effect is to design pulse waveforms of ultra-low sidelobe at the cost of some loss of other indexes of radars [22] . For overall performance, most high-resolution maritime radars have peak range sidelobes from − 30dB to − 40dB. When range resolution is on the order of meters or submeter, ships, even boats, have SCRs high up to 80dB at some range cells and range sidelobe effect inevitably occurs. Ship radial size estimation must first mitigate range sidelobe effect by numerical methods and then it is made by finding the borders of ship HRRP instead of ship returns. Ship radial size estimation boils down to recovery of HRRP of a ship from radar returns in a CPI of tens of milliseconds in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars at scan mode. Strong scatterers of most ships are sparse and are from major components of ships such as masts, superstructure breaks, cranes, weapons, etc. [16] - [18] . Recovery of sparse HRRPs of ships is relevant to the compressed sensing (CS) technique.
The original motivation of the CS technique is to recover sparse signals from noisy undersampled observations [23] , [24] . Besides image processing and computer vision [25] - [27] , radars are also one of the main applications of the CS technique because many functions of radars are involved in sparse signal recovery from radar returns corrupted by noise [28] - [38] . Based on the fact that point-like targets in low-resolution air surveillance radars are sparse in the range-Doppler plane, the CS-based radars attempt to detect targets and estimate their parameters from fewer samples or measurements [28] - [30] . To improve the quality of images, the CS technique is also used in high-resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging of sparse scenes and inversed SAR (ISAR) imaging of targets with sparse strong scatterers [31] - [33] . ISAR imaging of ships can obtain subtle features for ship recognition but fails to apply in maritime high-resolution surveillance radars at scan mode due to absence of enough coherent integration time. Real-time implementation demand of radars makes fast and effective optimizations necessary [34] . The sparse learning via iterative minimization (SLIM), which is originally developed for sparse MIMO radar imaging applications [35] , can be simply modified for ship radial size estimation, as a comparison with the work in the paper. There exist other fast sparse complex-valued signal recovery methods from observations corrupted by Gaussian noise [36] - [38] . Radial size estimation of ships in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars is another application of sparse complex signal recovery different from existing applications in three aspects. First, the sparsity of complex HRRPs of ships is imposed on the amplitude and complex HRRPs of ships have unpredicted small perturbations in radar returns of several pulses in a CPI. Second, observations are corrupted by high-resolution sea clutter with strong non-Gaussianity, different from the common Gaussian assumption in existing methods. Thirdly, ship radial size estimation requires real-time implementation for all targets of interest within a scan period of several seconds and many optimization methods fail to meet this demand [39] . It is necessary to develop a special method for ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars at scan mode.
In this paper, a full scheme is presented for ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars at scan mode, which consists of coherent detection along range cells, annotation of range intervals occupied by ship returns, decision of severe range sidelobe effect, Doppler parameter estimation, data synthesis of multiple pulses, recovery of sparse HRRPs of ships, and radial size computation. Of the operations in the scheme, the operation of recovery of sparse HRRPs of ships from radar returns contaminated by non-Gaussian high-resolution sea clutter is crucial, and a sparse recovery method using linear programming (LP) is proposed to carry out this operation. High-resolution sea clutter with strong non-Gaussianity is characterized by the compound-Gaussian model with inverse Gamma-distributed texture [3] , the generalized likelihood ratio test linear threshold detector (GLRT-LTD) [40] is employed for detection along range cells, and the range interval occupied by a ship and its returns are annotated. Follow-up operation focuses on a single target and determines whether the range sidelobe effect severely affect ship radial size estimation. If no, the radial size of the target is directly estimated by the traditional methods [21] . If yes, the following operations continue. The Doppler offset of the ship is jointly estimated from radar returns in the range interval. Due to negligible acceleration, ship returns of multiple pulses in a CPI of tens of milliseconds share a sparse complex HRRP except linear phase shifts from Doppler effect and some small amplitude fluctuation at individual range cells. Further, the radar returns of multiple pulses in a CPI are synthesized into a complex sequence along range cells by Doppler matched filtering and speckle vector whitening, which improves SCR and lowers non-Gaussianity of sea clutter. Besides the conventional operations, it is the pivotal of ship radial size estimation to recover ship HRRP using LP from the synthesized complex sequence along range cells. From the recovered HRRP, the ship radial size is estimated from the range interval determined by comparing the amplitudes of the HRRP with a threshold. The contributions of this paper are summarized into three points as follows.
70674 VOLUME 7, 2019 (1) From real radar data, it is revealed that range sidelobe effect results in severe overestimation of ship radial sizes in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars operating at scan mode. (2) A full scheme is presented for ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars operating at scan mode. (3) An LP-based sparse recovery method is proposed to estimate ship HRRP from radar returns corrupted by heavy-tailed high-resolution sea clutter and from which ship radial sizes can be estimated more accurately. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, raw radar data are illustrated to show that range sidelobe effect results in severe overestimates of ship radial sizes and a full scheme is presented for ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars at scan mode. In Section III, the data synthesis of multiple pulses is reported in detail, then a fast method using linear programming is proposed to recover sparse HRRP of a ship from a synthesized sequence along rang cells, and at last ship radial size is estimated by finding the borders of estimated ship HRRPs. Besides, a criterion for performance evaluation is given. Section IV reports experimental results using simulated data and raw radar data with ground truths of ship sizes. Moreover, several factors to influence ship radial size estimation are analyzed. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section V.
II. RADIAL SIZE ESTIMATION PROBLEM OF SHIPS IN HIGH-RESOLUTION MARITIME SURVEILLANCE RADARS A. SHIP RADIAL SIZE ESTIMATION IN MARITIME SURVEILLANCE RADARS
High-resolution maritime surveillance radars transmit pulses of large time-bandwidth product such as wide linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulses and achieve high range resolution by the pulse compression technique. High range resolution reduces area of resolution cells and lowers power level of sea clutter. And improved SCRs make it possible to find weak returns of small targets occupying one or several range cells. In this way, most ships are range-spread targets occupying multiple consecutive range cells [12] - [15] . Besides small target detection, ship discrimination and classification are also necessary tasks of high-resolution maritime surveillance radars [16] - [18] . Ship length is a salient feature for ship discrimination and classification and can be obtained by radial size estimation and ship headings at tracking mode [19] , [20] . Different from SAR and ISAR imaging of ships in oceanic environment that attains subtle structure for ship recognition at the cost of integration time long up to the order of seconds or subsecond [31] - [33] , high-resolution maritime surveillance radars at scan mode only have radar returns of a few pulses in a CPI of tens milliseconds to extract coarse information for simple classification. At the same time to harvest the benefit from high SCR in detection, ship radial size estimation is interfered by range sidelobe effect of pulse compression. Or rather, leaked signals of strong ship returns from the range sidelobes at some range cells not occupied by the ship are also strong enough to overpass the detection threshold so that traditional estimation methods yield severe overestimates.
In order to illustrate range sidelobe effect in ship radial size estimation, we use raw radar data on a littoral region of an X-band high-resolution radar. The radar locates at an island of the altitude of 120 meters far from the main land, has a beamwidth of about 1.2 degrees, and transmits eight coherent wideband LFM pulses at each beam position. The bandwidth of the LFM pulse is 20MHz, corresponding to range resolution of 7.5 meters, and the time width of the pulse is 10 microseconds. The surveillance scene of the radar contains a big ship labelled as ''Target A'', a fishing boat labelled as ''Target B'', and many small targets occupying several range cells. The power level of sea clutter is − 40dB or so and the peak sidelobe of pulse compression is about − 45dB. From the power map in Fig. 1 (a) , many targets take place range sidelobe effect, exhibiting deeper blue horizontal strips. Fig. 1 (b) plots the detection result using the GLRT-LTD [40] at the false alarm rate of 10 −5 . When a simple method to find the maximal interval whose values are all one at the binary decision result is used in Fig. 1 (b) to estimate ship radial sizes, we obtain a strange result that the radial length of Target A is about 2000 meters. In fact, the maximal SCR of the range cells occupied by Target A is up to 77dB and thus signals leaked from the range sidelobes surpass the decision threshold, which results in severe overestimate of the simple method. No overestimate occurs at Target B whose maximal SCR is 48dB. The maximal SCR plus the peak range sidelobe is only 3dB. In this way, the leaked signals from the range sidelobes is not enough to surpass the decision threshold. Therefore, the range sidelobe effect and radial size overestimates often but not always occur for ships and it is necessary to develop a special method to avoid severe overestimates.
In what follows, we formulate the problem of ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars using pulse compression. Assume that radar transmits VOLUME 7, 2019 M coherent pulses at each beam position and operates at scan mode. After pulse compression, radar returns x(m, n) of a range-spread target at M coherent pulses are written by
where m denotes the pulse number, n denotes the range cell number, is the set of the range cells occupied by the range-spread target, a(k) is the complex amplitude of target HRRP at the k th range cell, φ(•) is the point spread function (PSF) of pulse compression, f r is the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar, and f d is the unknown Doppler offset of a target. Besides, the sampling interval t on the fast time of the radar is ignored in the formula. The first term of (1) is the radar returns of a range-spread target and the second term is sea clutter, the backscattering signal from sea surface. Sea clutter is characterized by the compound-Gaussian model [9] . Therein, the fast-varying speckle u(m, n) are complex Gaussian random variables mutually independent along range cells and share an unknown speckle covariance matrix in many contiguous range cells,
The slowly-varying texture τ (n) is a random constant within a CPI of tens of milliseconds and it follows the inverse Gamma distribution
where µ is the scale parameter and v is the shape parameter. The texture is relevant to tilting power modulation of swells and large-scale wind waves on sea clutter [10] as well as sea spikes [11] , which may be correlated or uncorrelated along range cells. In this case, the amplitude of sea clutter follows the generalized Pareto distribution [40] p z (z) = 2µz
where z is the clutter amplitude and the scale parameter µ and shape parameter v are regarded to be known or can be estimated in advance from data. On ship returns, there are several basic assumptions. At first, complex HRRPs are almost invariant within a CPI of tens of milliseconds because the replacement of scatterers of a ship is within half the width of a range cell in a CPI [41] - [43] . Secondly, ship returns at all the range cells occupied by itself share a Doppler offset, because of small acceleration and short CPI. Fig. 2 illustrates radar returns of a ship at ten pulses in a CPI from a high-resolution radar and phase histories at each range cell occupied by the ship. It can be seen that the phase histories of all the cells are almost parallel, showing the rationality of the second assumption. Besides, the overlapped amplitudes in Fig. 2 (a) and parallel phase histories in Fig. 2 (b) verify that complex HRRPs of the ship are almost invariant in a CPI. Note that the strong range cell has an SCR high up to 60dB and range sidelobe effect necessarily occurs because the maximal SCR plus peak range sidelobe of about − 40dB is high up to 20dB. Thirdly, in terms of the point-scattering model [41] - [43] , target returns s m (n) are precisely represented by
where a(k) is the complex amplitude of the k th scattering point, τ k is its time delay, t is the sampling interval of the fast time of the radar corresponding to the width of a range cell, and φ(•) is the PSF of pulse compression. When the returns come from a point-like target with a unit amplitude without noise and clutter, the PSF is given by
where W (k) is a weighted function used in the frequency domain, s t (n) is sampling of the transmitted baseband signal s(t) with the interval t, N φ + 1 is the length of s t (n), and the symbol IDFT denotes the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform. Weighting windows in time or frequency domain are used to lower range sidelobes [44] . Selection of a window is a compromise between peak sidelobes, signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) loss, and mainlobe width. Peak sidelobes are related to range sidelobe effect, SCR loss relates to detection ability, and the mainlobe width is relevant to range resolution. When subtle processing method such as sparse signal recovery is used, radars allow to have high range sidelobes so as to avoid loss of other indexes for low range sidelobes. Note that estimation of target HRRP will become extremely complicated as τ k / t is processed as unknown real numbers, though such a complicated model is widely used in high-precision localization of point-like targets in low-resolution radars [45] . For ship radial size estimation requiring the borders of ship HRRP instead of high-precision HRRP, an approximate model is used, where τ k / t is assumed to be integer. In other words, each scattering point in HRRP is assumed to be located at the center of each range cell. As a result, the simplified signal model (1) is given for ship radial size estimation. In high-resolution maritime radars operating at scan mode, an HRRP of a ship can be represented into
where a(n) is the complex amplitude of HRRP at the n th range cell, is the set of the range cells occupied by a ship, max{•} denotes taking the maximum value, min{•} denotes taking the minimum value, and n 1 − n 0 is the number of the range cells occupied by itself. Its radial size is (n 1 − n 0 )C t/2, where C is the speed of light. Further, from the heading and its radial size, its length can be estimated [19] , [20] . Therefore, ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars is to determine the borders of ship HRRP instead of that of ship returns from the radar returns of M coherent pulses.
B. FULL FLOWCHART OF SHIP RADIAL SIZE ESTIMATION
Ship radial size estimation is an intermediate process between detection and classification. A full flowchart of ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radar operating at scan mode is presented, which consists of three main blocks as shown in Fig. 3 . At each beam position of a scan, radar returns of M coherent pulses in a CPI are first pulse-compressed as input of target detection and ship radial size estimation. Below are the details of the three main blocks.
The first block is target detection in a CPI. Assume that the scale and shape parameters of the generalized Pareto distribution of sea clutter are estimated in advance from data by the outlier-robust method [46] . Under this sea clutter model, the optimum coherent detector, the adaptive GLRT-LTD [40] , is employed for target detection along range cells. Its form is as follows:
T (8) where v and µ are the shape and scale parameter of the generalized Pareto distribution, x(r) is the received vector at the r th range cell,M is estimated speckle covariance matrix of sea clutter from clutter-only data around the r th range cell, p(f d ) is the Doppler steering vector, and T r is the pulse repetition interval (PRI) of the radar. The threshold T (ν, M , P, p f ) is determined by the shape parameter v, the number M of integrated pulses, the number P of reference cells, and false alarm rate p f . The unknown Doppler offset f d in (8) is searched in multiple Doppler bins that cover the maximal possible range of sea-surface targets of interest. A range cell is affirmed as a target cell if there is at least one Doppler bin where test statistic exceeds the threshold. Besides the label of target cell, the SCR and the Doppler offset corresponding to the Doppler bin with the largest test statistic are attached at the target cell for follow-up processing such as radial size estimation and tracking. In addition, in high-resolution radars, most ships are range-spread targets, range-spread target detection methods can be used to detect low-observable range-spread targets such as stealth warships [13] - [15] . Generally, the adaptive GLRT-LTD [40] is a priority selection due to simple in implementation and high SCRs for most ships in high-resolution radars.
The aggregation of target cells is to group all the target cells such that each group corresponds to a single target, probably a boat, a ship, a reef, or a debris on sea surface. The aggregation is based on the spatial vicinity and Doppler consistency. Target cells from a single target are always neighboring while two targets in a beam position generally depart from at least tens of range cells for safety in maritime radars with range resolution on the order of meters. Assume that ρ(r) be the detection result at a beam position where ρ(r) = 1 denotes a target cell while ρ(r) = 0 denotes a non-target cell. The close operator in the mathematical morphology [47] is applied to the sequence ρ(r) to yield an initial aggregation, which is implemented by a simple and fast VOLUME 7, 2019 linear filter followed by a logical operation,
where 2L + 1 is the maximal possible gap of two adjacent target cells from a target. By the close operator using the structural element of 2L + 1 cells, small gaps of the range cells occupied by a range-spread target and its returns are filled but the width of the range interval is not extended. Small gaps in a range interval corresponding to a range-spread target are often owing to the sparsity of strong scattering cells in its HRRP. The binary sequence ρ close (r) consists of full-one intervals and each corresponds to a single target, which forms an initial aggregation of target cells. Sometimes, two targets enough apart in azimuth can occupy overlapped range intervals in a beam position because the azimuth resolution of a radar is often wide up to hundreds of meters. In order to deal with this problem, the Doppler consistency is utilized to split some full-one intervals in the initial aggregation. When the Doppler offsets of individual cells in a full-one interval are quite different, the interval is split into two or more subintervals so that each consists of the range cells with comparable Doppler offsets. In this way, the aggregation of target cells is finished. A set of full-one intervals { k , k = 1,2,. . . , K } are obtained and each corresponds to one target.
Follow-up block focuses on a single target. It depends on the maximal SCR of the target and peak sidelobe of the PSF of pulse compression whether range sidelobe effect in radial size estimation occurs. For a range-spread target occupying the range interval k , the maximal SCR in the interval k can be loaded from the accessional information of the detection result by
where SCR(r) denotes the SCR of the target at the r th range cell in the interval k . When the maximal SCR plus the peak sidelobe of the PSF is smaller than a threshold, the range sidelobe effect does not occur. In this case, ship radial size is directly estimated by the length of the interval k . Strictly speaking,
where PSL(φ(n)) is the peak sidelobe of the PSF in decibels, RS(k) denotes the estimated radial size of the target, and SCR min (M ,p f ,µ,ν) is the minimal SCR for target returns at a range cell to surpass the detection threshold. The minimal SCR depends on many factors including M , p f , µ, ν, as well as the Doppler offset of the target. In fact, in use, it does not require a rigorous value and is empirically given. Therefore, the simple method [21] to find the borders of ship returns can be used for ship radial size estimation when range sidelobe effect does not occur. However, many ships contain some quite strong scattering cells. In this case, the condition in (11) does not hold and range sidelobe effect occurs so that the simple method yields severe overestimates. So, it is necessary to recover the complex HRRP of a ship from radar returns of M coherent pulses under the signal model (1) and then the ship radial size is estimated by finding the borders of recovered ship HRRPs.
III. RECOVERY OF SPARSE HRRPs OF SHIPS USING LINEAR PROGRAMMING A. DATA SYNTHESIS OF MULTIPLE PULSES
When the condition in (11) does not hold, that is, a rangespread target contains quite strong scattering cells, and thus the simple method to find the borders of target returns suffers from severe overestimates. Therefore, the HRRP of the target needs to be recovered from the radar returns of multiple pulses in a CPI so as to mitigate range sidelobe effect. In terms of the signal model in (1), the radar returns of M pulses share a complex HRRP. Hence, the radar returns of M pulses are first synthesized into a complex sequence along range cells so as to lower the spikiness of sea clutter.
For the range interval k corresponding to a range-spread target with strong scattering cells, target Doppler offset is first estimated from data at all the range cells in k bŷ
where # k represents the cardinality of the finite set k . The optimal Doppler offset is searched in a fine grid to attain an estimate of high precision. Note that the Doppler offset from the coherent detection is of low precision, which is searched in a coarse Doppler grid so as to save computational cost. Next, we determine the influence area of the target returns in terms of the maximal SCR in the interval k and the PSF of pulse compression. Note that the PSF φ(n) is not a unimodal function in most pulse compression radars. Here, we introduce a unimodal function, the up-envelope waveform of the PSF, Fig . 4 illustrates a PSF of an LMF pulse compression and its up-envelope waveform. The pulse width is 50 microseconds, the bandwidth is 90 MHz, the sampling frequency is 120MHz, and the Hanning window in the frequency domain is used in pulse compression. The PSF covers the range width of 15 kilometers or 1.2×10 4 range cells and a strong scattering cell can at most affect 1.2×10 4 range cells around it if its SCR is high enough. In fact, a strong scattering cell affects a much smaller area due to fast attenuation of the up-envelope waveform. Assume that there is a point-like target at the r th 0 range cell whose SCR is a 0 decibels. Then, the SCR of its sidelobe leak signal is not more than a 0 − 20 log 10 ( (0)/ (δ(r)) at the range cells of r 0 ± δ (r). Here, the influence area is specified by the range cells where the SCRs of target returns are over zero decibel. In this way, the influence area of a range-spread target relevant to the range interval k is given by Note that the influence area k contains the range interval k . The speckle covariance matrix of sea clutter is estimated from clutter-only cells outside the range interval k by the normalized sample covariance matrix (NSCM) estimator [48] , [49] and it is denoted asM. The outlier-robust NSCM estimator can also be replaced by other estimators, such as the approximate maximum likelihood (ML) estimator or iterative ML estimator at the cost of additional computation [50] . Sea clutter vectors are approximately whitened by the estimated speckle covariance matrix and the complex vector sequence in the range interval k is transferred intõ
Next, the Doppler matched filter using the estimated Doppler offset in (12) is used to transfer the complex vector sequence (15) into a complex-valued sequence
Note that α is a complex-value constant close to one and is independent of range cells due to the Doppler offset estimate of high precision. The unknown constant α can be merged into the complex HRRP and does not affect the follow-up recovery of the HRRP.
In what follows, we examine the statistical model of the interference d(r) in (16) 
is a complex unit vector, (17) where CN(0, M) denotes the zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector with a covariance matrix M. Because there are enough clutter-only cells to estimate the speckle covariance matrix, the productM −1 M can be regarded to be approximated by the identity matrix and as a result b H M −1/2 u r is a zero mean and unit-variance complex Gaussian random variable. In this way, the complex interference sequence d (r) can be modeled by
w(r) ∼ CN(0, 1)and IID τ (r)are IID and follow the inverse Gamma distribution.
where CN(0, 1) denotes the zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector with a covariance 1. At last, ship radial size estimation boils down to the recovery of complex HRRP a(r) from the synthesized complex sequence (16) in the range interval k .
B. RECOVERY OF SPARSE COMPLEX HRRP USING LINEAR PROGRAMMING
It is a deconvolution problem to recover unknown complex HRRP a(r) from complex observations corrupted by non-Gaussian interference when the PSF φ(n) of pulse compression is known. Due to the wide dynamic range of tens of decibels of the PSF, it is an ill-posed problem. Also, complex-valued observations, complex-valued HRRPs, and non-Gaussian interference complicate the recovery of ship VOLUME 7, 2019 HRRP. Moreover, real-time implementation in radars requires methods of low computational cost. The regularity constraint on HRRPs is a common way to counteract an ill-posed problem. HRRPs of most ships are sparse and a small number of strong scattering cells are from major components of ships such as masts, superstructure breaks, cranes, weapons, etc. [16] - [18] . The sparsity of an N -dimensional complex vector can be characterized by a quantitative index,
The sparsity index takes a value in the interval [1/ √ N , 1]. The value 1/ √ N corresponds to the sparsest case that the vector has only one nonzero entry and the value 1 to the uniform case that all entries have the same modulus. As a result, using the sparsity as the regularity constraint, ship radial size estimation when range sidelobe effect occurs boils down to the recovery problem of sparse HRRP of a ship from the synthesized complex sequence (16) . There are many methods to recover sparse signals from noisy observations [23] - [39] . A sparse solution of (16) can be obtained by the following ''l p -norm'' based optimization,
where ε is a parameter that controls the approximation error. p = 0 corresponds to the unrealizable ''l 0 -norm'' based optimization and p = 1 to Basis Pursuit method [23] . 0 < p < 1 corresponds to a non-convex programming and some iterative methods are available [35] - [37] . However, most of them fail to meet the real-time demand of radars due to high computational cost. Here, we attempt to use the linear programming (LP) of low computational cost to recover sparse HRRPs. Take 
where a R (r) and a I (r) are the real and imagery parts of the complex HRRP a(r). A set of positive auxiliary variables rather than a predefined tolerance are used to control approximation error for two aspects. On the one hand, a predefined tolerance is difficult to be specified. Due to presence of spiky samples of sea clutter and probable returns of other targets in the range interval k , a low tolerance probably results in no feasible solution of (21) while a high tolerance probably relaxes the requirement of approximation error. On the other hand, when the approximation errors at individual range cells are separately controlled by individual auxiliary variables, relatively large errors at sporadic range cells are allowed. This assures that the method can work well even the range interval k contains some abnormal cells. Due to quadratic constraints of modulus, the optimization (21) fails to be solved by linear programming. Below, an equivalent expression of the modulus of a complex number is introduced to replace the modulus. The modulus of x = x R + jx I can be redefined by
When the disc in (22) is replaced by the square, it is approximated by the uniform norm of a two-dimensional vector
When the modulus constraints in (21) is replaced by (23) and a set of positive auxiliary variables η(r) are introduced to restrict both the real and imagery parts of the complex HRRP a(r), the optimization (21) is reduced to
where λ > 0 is a tradeoff factor between sparsity and approximate error. It is an LP with 3 (# k ) + (# k ) real-valued variables and 5 (# k ) + 5 (# k ) linear inequality constraints. Solving the LP (24) obtains the sparse complex HRRP of a ship and then its radial size is estimated by finding the borders of the recovered HRRP.
C. SHIP RADIAL SIZE ESTIMATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Due to existence of sea clutter in observations and the approximate error of the sparse recovery,â(r) = 0, r ∈ k in the recovered HRRP does not always indicate that the r th range cell is occupied by a ship. In terms of the data format in (16) and the PSF of pulse compression φ(n) = δ(n), the estimatê a(r), r ∈ k is an approximation of the output of the clutter whitening and Doppler matched filter,
In terms of the adaptive GLRT-LTD in (8) , the test statistic at the r th range cell is approximated by
In this way, the second decision is operated on each cell of k to exclude range cells occupied by target returns instead of target itself,
All the range cells in k are decided as H 1 form a subset˜ k of k and ship radial size is estimated by the borders of the set˜ k ,
where r is the width of a range cell. Further, from estimated radial size and heading of the ship, the ship length can be estimated, which is one of salient features for ship classification in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars. Below, we deal with the assessment of ship radial size estimation. Assume that [a, b] is the range interval occupied by a ship and [c, d] is the minimal range interval covering the estimated set˜ k . The quality of ship radial size estimation can be evaluated by the relative error (RE) δ as follows, 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this section, the proposed ship radial size estimation method is evaluated by simulated data and raw radar data with ships. Besides the direct method in [21] , the SLIM method for recovery of sparse complex signals in noise [35] can replace the linear programming (24) for ship radial size estimation. The average SCR of target returns, non-Gaussianity of sea clutter, and sparsity index of target HRRPs are all factors to affect ship radial size estimation. In experiments using simulation data, the proposed method is compared with the direct method and SLIM-based method when the three factors individually alter. Moreover, the effect of ship HRRP perturbation in a CPI on ship radial size estimation is also analyzed by using simulated data. Raw high-resolution maritime radar data with four ships with Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) are available to verify the proposed method.
A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION USING SIMULATED DATA
The operating parameters of the radar in simulation adopt that in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 (a) , the first sidelobe of the PSF of pulse compression is − 32.35dB, the mainlobe width is about 1.4 range cells, the width of a range cell is 1.25 meters. Fig. 4 (b) is the up-envelope function of the PSF. The radar transmits ten coherent pulses at each beam position. Sea clutter is simulated by the compound-Gaussian model with inverse Gamma-distributed texture,
, κ ∈ (0, 1)
where the speckle vector u(r) and texture τ (r) are mutually independent, Gamma (µ, v) is the Gamma distribution of shape parameter v and scale parameter µ, and CN(0, M) denotes the zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector with a covariance matrix M. The texture and speckle vectors are independent identical distributed (IID) at individual range cells and the one-lag temporal correlation coefficient κ determines the speckle covariance matrix.
In what follows, we deal with generation of ship complex HRRPs. To testify the influence of the sparsity index of ship HRRPs and average SCR on ship radial size estimation, we generate ship complex HRRPs at given sparsity index γ and average SCR. A complex Gaussian random vector of length N is first generated by a 0 (r) = |a 0 (r)| e jϕ(r)
where CN(0, 1) denotes the zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector with a covariance 1 and |a 0 (r)| and ϕ(r) represent the amplitude and phase of complex-valued a 0 (r) respectively. Its sparsity index is computed by (19) . The generated random vectors generally contain no zero entry. The power transform is used to adjust the sparsity index to VOLUME 7, 2019 a given value. The sparsity index of the power transform of the vector (31)
is a monotonously decreasing function of the power q and this function satisfies lim q→+∞ φ(q) = 1/ √ N and lim
In this way, for a given sparsity index γ , we can always find a properq so that φ(q) = γ and thus a complex HRRP with the sparsity index γ is generated by
From the generated complex HRRP, radar returns of targets plus sea clutter can be generated by the signal model (1), where the average SCR can be adjusted by a multiplier before the complex HRRP and clutter power, and the target Doppler offset is randomly generated in each trial. In addition, some clutter-only range cells are generated for speckle covariance matrix estimation in the adaptive GLRT-LTD. In experiments, the one-lag correlation coefficient κ in speckle covariance matrix is fixed at κ = 0.9 and ship radial size is fixed at 50 range cells, corresponding to a radial size of 62.5 meters. In each trial, the adaptive GLRT-LTD is first operated on simulated data to obtain a binary detection result where the false alarm rate is setup at 10 −5 and the number of reference cells is P = 100. In terms of the flowchart in Fig. 3 , the aggregation of the detection result yields the range interval of the simulated target. The direct method [21] estimates the radial size of the target from the range interval. In comparison, the decision box in the full flowchart in Fig. 3 is neglected and the proposed LP-based method and SLIM-based method as well as the direct method are used at each trial to estimate the radial size of the simulated target whether range sidelobe effect occurs or not. At each specified parameter set of the sparsity index, average SCR, and the shape parameter of sea clutter, 1000 independent trials are made to compute the average relative error (RE) of the recovered HRRP by the LP-based method and SLIM-based method and the average RE of radial size estimate defined in (29) . The sparse solution of target HRRP from the LP (24) is relative to the tradeoff parameter λ. For the choice of λ, some methods include quality of fit criterion, sparsity criterion, and the L-curve method can determine a proper value for λ [51] . These methods for selecting λ are to seek a sparse solution that ensures representation accuracy, sparsity of solution, or a tradeoff between the accuracy and sparsity. Although the selection of the tradeoff parameter λ probably improves the performance of ship radial size estimation to some extent, the radar requires additional burden in computation. Therefore, λ in the LP (24) is empirically taken as λ = 0.1.
In the first experiment using simulation data, the shape parameter of sea clutter is ν = 5, the sparsity index of [21] , the SLIM-based method [35] , and proposed LP-based method.
simulated target HRRPs is fixed at 0.5, and the average SCR alters from 10dB to 80dB with an interval of 2dB. For the LP-based method and the SLIM-based method, the average REs of HRRP recovery and the average REs of radial size estimates are plotted in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) . The direct method does not require the HRRP recovery and its average REs of radial size estimates are plotted in Fig. 5 (b) for comparison. The direct method can give comparable radial size estimates with the LP-based method and SLIM-based method when average SCR is not high and range sidelobe effect occurs. However, the direct method abruptly becomes bad when average SCR is high and range sidelobe effect occurs at a high possibility. Substantially, the primary cause of the severe overestimate at high SCR is the direct method to find the borders of ship returns rather than high SCR. The proposed method avoids the overestimates by finding the borders of ship HRRPs rather than ship returns. In the Fig. 5  (b) , the REs of radial size estimation using direct method are much larger than the two methods using sparse recovery do when the average SCR is from 16dB to 80dB. In the generated complex HRRP, the average SCR can be adjusted by a multiplier before the complex HRRP (33), which leads to the peak SCR to 34dB at the average SCR of 16dB. Due to the peak SCR of 34dB and the first sidelobe of − 32.35dB, range sidelobe effect occurs and the direct method gives overestimates of radial sizes. At the quality of HRRP recovery, the proposed LP-based method gradually improves in performance with the increase of average SCR and its average RE is wholly smaller than that of the SLIM-based method. Ship radial size estimation in Fig. 5 (b) demonstrates the similar situation. The proposed LP-based method gives better and more stable radial size estimates than the SLIM-based method. With the increase of the average SCR, ship radial size estimation has a trend of improvement for the two methods using recovery of sparse HRRPs while the direct method violently gets bad. This shows again that the primary cause of the severe overestimates is the direct method by finding the borders of target returns rather than too high SCR of target returns.
In the second experiment, the sparsity index is fixed at 0.5 and the average SCR is fixed at 50dB. We examine the average REs of the recovered HRRPs and average REs of radial size estimates of the three methods when the shape parameter of clutter alters from 1 to 20 with an interval 1. As shown in Fig. 6 , the REs of recovered HRRPs are insensitive to the shape parameter. For the direct method and two methods using recovery of sparse HRRPs, the performance of radial size estimation has a downtrend when sea clutter becomes spiker. The reason is straightforward. At the same average SCR, ship radial size estimation is easy to be affected by spiky samples of sea clutter that occurs at higher probability as the shape parameter becomes small. Whether the shape parameter is small or large, the proposed LP-based method attains better performance than the SLIM-based method and direct method do. Besides, the direct method attains the worst performance due to range sidelobe effect. Wholly, the non-Gaussianity of clutter does not yield significant influence on ship radial size estimation.
In the third experiment, the average SCR is fixed at 50dB, the shape parameter is taken as ν = 4, and the sparsity index alters from 0.15 to 0.95 with an interval 0.05. As shown in Fig. 7 , the average recovery errors of the LP-based and SLIM-based methods decrease as target HRRPs become sparser. The LP-based method has less recovery errors than the SLIM-based method. For ship radial size estimation, the average REs increase as HRRPs get sparser. When HRRPs are very sparse, the average REs of the SLIM-based method are even over 50%. There are only several significant scattering cells in very sparse HRRPs and radial sizes are severely underestimated when these significant cells are far from the two ends of HRRPs, which results in abrupt degradation of the SLIM-based method. Differently, the proposed LP-based method only suffers from a bit of increase of the average RE as HRRPs get sparser. Besides, the REs of the direct method also have a downtrend as the sparsity index increases. The experimental results show that the structure of ship HRRPs is a main factor to affect radial size estimation. Moreover, smaller recovery errors of HRRPs do not always imply more accurate radial size estimates. For the direct method, at average SCR high up to 50 dB, the estimates have too large errors to use in radars.
Real-time implementation is crucial in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars. The LP-based method uses the simplest LP while the SLIM-based method needs an iterative minimization process. Though each iteration requires less cost, the total cost is higher than the LP-based method. In the CPU running time, the LP-based method averagely spends 3.2 seconds at each trial while the SLIM-based method spends 7.4 seconds at one personal computer in Matlab 2013. In addition, the solution using the LP is always unique and optimal whereas the solution of the SLIM method does not assure the optimality of solution.
B. INFLUENCE OF HRRP PERTURBATION IN A CPI
In substance, it is a slightly ideal assumption that target HRRPs are invariant in a CPI. Within a CPI of tens of milliseconds, target translation motion along the radar lineof-sight results in a united Doppler offset of all the range cells occupied by the target. Besides the translation motion, the triaxial motion of targets due to wind waves and swells, including roll, yaw, and pitch, incurs tiny radial mitigations of individual scatterers of the target in a CPI. Tiny radial mitigations fail to be ignored in comparison with the operating wavelength of the radar and thus can bring significant phase change of the complex returns of one scatterer in a CPI. Due to different radial mitigations of the scatterers in a range cell, the coherent summation of their complex returns results in perturbations of target complex HRRPs with pulses in a CPI, which is referred to as the aspect sensitivity of HRRPs [41] - [43] . For most ships, a range cell often contains one dominated strong scatterer and many weak scatterers. In this case, the perturbations of target HRRPs in a CPI are small and can be modeled by zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector of small variance. The signal model in (1) can be generalized as follows:
where the perturbation term (k, m) are zero-mean complex Gaussian random variables of small variance and k is the range interval occupied by a target. Large variance means sharp amplitude and phase perturbations. Generally, the perturbations are sharper for small ships than big ships. Under the signal model (34) , the flowchart of the LP-based method and SLIM-based method can work and the recovered HRRPs In what follows, we examine the influence of HRRP perturbations on radial size estimation. In simulation experiment, the average SCR of target is fixed at 50dB, the shape parameter of sea clutter is taken as ν = 4, and the sparsity index is specified at 0.8. In each trial, target HRRP and the perturbation (k, m) are randomly generated in terms of the model. The standard deviation of the perturbation alters from 0 to 0.5 with an interval 0.02. At each standard deviation level, 1000 independent trials are made to compute the average REs of radial size estimation. Fig. 8 illustrates the average REs of radial size estimation by the direct method, SLIM-based method, and proposed LP-based method. The amplitude and phase perturbations of target HRRPs degrade the precision of radial size estimation of the two methods using sparse recovery. Besides, the REs of radial size estimation using direct method are much larger than the two methods using sparse recovery do. For the LP-based method, the average RE increases from 3% at the case without perturbation to 19% at the case with perturbation of standard deviation of 0.5. The SLIM-based method has larger REs than the LP-based method in all the cases. Ship HRRP perturbation in a CPI is an important factor to affect radial size estimation. Thus, it is more difficult to accurately estimate radial sizes of small ships in high sea states due to their strong HRRP perturbation in a CPI.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON RAW RADAR DATA
Raw radar data come from an X-band high-resolution experimental radar. It transmits wideband linear frequency modulation (LFM) pulses of timewidth of 40 microseconds and bandwidth of 150MHz, the sampling frequency of baseband signal is 200MHz, and the PRF is 1800Hz. The pulse compression technique uses the Taylor window in the frequency domain and the peak range sidelobe of the PSF is about − 40dB. The range resolution of the radar is one meter and the width of a range cell is 0.75 meters. In data acquisition, the radar operated at dwelling mode and an auxiliary device was used to receive synchronously the information from the ship-borne Automatic Identification Systems (AIS). Each of four datasets available consists of radar returns of successive 32000 pulses at 1001 contiguous range cells. At the first two datasets, the scene contains a big ship with AIS. At the latter two datasets, the scene contains one ship with AIS and one ship without AIS. The observation time interval of about eighteen seconds and radial size of each ship can be obtain from the information from AIS. In experiment using real radar data, the radar returns of 10 consecutive pulses are used to give an estimate of ship radial size, meaning that a CPI is 1/180 seconds. As a result, the displacement of a ship in a CPI does not exceed 0.12 meters in terms of the maximal velocity of 40 knots. This is shorter than half the width of the range cell of 0.375 meters. Therefore, the assumption that HRRPs of a ship are invariant in a CPI is reasonable in terms of HRRP characteristics [52] . Table 1 lists the MISS numbers of the four ships, their types, pictures, sizes, azimuth angles and their headings at the north east sky coordinate system of the radar. At the 8 th row of Table 1 , the power map of each data is illustrated. The amplitude distributions of sea clutter are fitted by the generalized Pareto distributions. The four datasets can be fitted fairly. The 9 th row of Table 1 illustrates an HRRP of each ship. The average SCR and peak SCR of each ship in the range interval occupied by itself are computed, which are listed in the 10 th row of Table 1 . For the first two ships, the average SCRs are both over 45dB and peak SCRs are both over 65dB. For the latter two ships, the average SCRs are both over 25dB and peak SCRs are both over 39dB. In terms of their peak SCRs and peak range sidelobe of the PSF, the ships in the first two datasets have severe range sidelobe effect, the ship in the third dataset has weak range sidelobe, while the ship in the fourth dataset does not have range sidelobe effect.
In experiments, the radar returns of 10 consecutive pulses are used to give an estimate of the radial size of a ship and then it is transferred to an estimate of its length by the radial size estimate divided by abs(cos (α-β)). In this way, 3200 estimates of the length of the ship are obtained from radar returns of 32000 pulses in each dataset. The length estimates of the four ships by the proposed LP-based, SLIM-based method [35] and direct method [21] are plotted in Fig. 9 , where the black straight lines stand for the true lengths of the ships, the red curves are the estimates using the proposed LP-based method, the blue curves are the estimates using the SLIM-based method, and the cyan curves are the estimates using the direct method. The red curves in Fig. 9 have significant smaller fluctuation ranges than the other curves, which shows that the proposed method behaves much better than the other methods. For the big cargo of length 292 meters in the first dataset, although the two methods using sparse recovery both give overestimates of its length, the proposed LP-based method behaves much better than the SLIM-based method. For other three ships, the proposed method also behaves better than the SLIM-based method. It is found that the estimates of the latter three ships by the two methods are unbiased or have a small bias, which is quite different from the situation of the big cargo. Besides, the direct method gives overestimates of ship lengths for the first three ships and the length estimate of the fourth ship by the direct method is unbiased or has a small bias.
Below, we analyze the reason behind this phenomenon. In terms of the azimuth angle and heading angle of the big cargo, it moves far away from the radar almost along the direction of radar line-of-sight. In this state, the HRRP of the big cargo has multiple contiguous strong scattering cells corresponding to the bridge crane on the stern and one strong scattering cell at the prow, which can be observed from the power map at the 8 th row of Table 1 . Owing to the range sidelobe effect of these strong scattering cells, the LP-based and SLIM-based methods fail to completely remove the pseudo target cells occupied by the range sidelobes of target returns and thus results in upward bias of the estimates of the radial size and length of the big cargo. The other three ships move toward the radar and their angles with the sight line of the radar are 57 • , 50 • , and 66 • , respectively. From the HRRPs of the ships at the 9 th row of Table 1 , the strongest scattering cells of the other three ships are not at the two ends of the HRRPs. Thus, the estimates of the radial sizes or lengths are almost unbiased for the two method using sparse recovery. However, because all the first three ships have peak SCRs of over 42dB and the peak range sidelobe of the PSF is about − 40dB, the direct method gives overestimates of the lengths of the three ships. For the fourth ship, the average SCR is 26dB and peak SCR is 39dB and thus no range sidelobe effect occurs, which leads to the radial size estimate being almost unbiased. This shows that the estimation precision of ship radial sizes is relevant to the characteristics of ship HPPRs and angles with the radar line-of-sight.
Finally, for a quantitative comparison, the relative biases (RBs) and REs of the three methods for the four ships are calculated. Let the length of the ship be x and we obtain VOLUME 7, 2019 Fig. 10 shows the RBs and REs of the four ship length estimates using the direct method, the SLIM-based method, and the proposed method. In Fig. 10(a) , the cyan stripes, blue stripes and red stripes stand for the RBs of estimates using the direct method, SLIM-based method and proposed LP-based method respectively. Fig. 10(a) shows that the proposed LP-based method has much smaller RBs for the first and third ships, has a slightly larger RB for the second ship, and has the equivalent RB for the fourth ship, compared with SLIM-based method. In addition, compared with the two methods based on spare recovery, the direct method achieves much larger RBs for the first three ships and much smaller RB for the fourth ship. In Fig. 10(b) , the cyan stripes, blue stripes and red stripes are the REs of estimates using the direct method, SLIM-based method and proposed LP-based method separately. Fig. (b) shows that the proposed LP-based method obtains much smaller REs than the SLIM-based method does and has the same RE for the fourth ship as the SLIM-based method. Besides, the direct method has much larger REs for the first three ships but has much smaller RE for the fourth ship than the two methods using sparse recovery. As can be seen from the above description, the experimental results of the raw radar data are consistent with that of the simulated data. In conclusion, due to the simplification and low complexity of the direct method, it is preferred when the peak SCRs of ships are low and there is no range sidelobe effect, while when the peak SCRs of ships are high and there is range sidelobe effect, the proposed LP-based method is recommended. Furthermore, the experimental results of the raw radar data also show that it is reasonable to retain the direct method in the full scheme of estimating the ship radial sizes.
D. CONCLUSIONS
Ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars is an important task, which provides information for ship discrimination and classification. The direct method gives severe overestimates of ship radial sizes when range sidelobe effect occurs due to too strong ship returns, which is found from measured high-resolution radar data. A full scheme was presented for ship radial size estimation in high-resolution maritime surveillance radars at scan mode, which selectively uses the direct method by finding the borders of target returns for its simplification and effectiveness when no range sidelobe effect occurs and the LP-based sparse recovery method by finding the borders of target HRRPs when range sidelobe effect occurs. In order to mitigate the influence of range sidelobe effect on ship radial size estimation, a recovery method of sparse HRRPs of ships using linear programming is proposed, which avoids overestimates of ship radial sizes when range sidelobe effect occurs. The experimental results of simulated data and raw radar data show that the presented scheme is reasonable and the proposed LP-based method can provide ship radial size estimates of high precision even when severe range sidelobe effect occurs.
